5 WAYS UNISHIPPERS
MAKES YOUR LIFE EASIER
Learn why small and mid-sized businesses choose
Unishippers to simplify their shipping — and their lives.

1

Why pay top dollar for your business shipping...
When competitive shipping rates are calling your name?

2

Why waste time shopping around for the best rates...
When you could compare quotes in a matter of seconds?

3

Why juggle multiple complex shipping invoices…
When you could have one simple, consolidated option?

4

Why spend hours on the phone solving shipment issues…
When you could have a team of experts do it for you?

5

Why spend hours creating shipping reports…
When you could work with a team of
experts to optimize your shipping?

As one of the largest authorized UPS® resellers — and with 65+ national, regional and local freight carrier partners —
Unishippers offers discounted rates normally only available to larger-volume shippers.

Unishippers’ Freight and Express Manager platforms eliminate the need for time-consuming rate checking, giving you
access to a portfolio of small package service types from UPS as well as affordable, carefully vetted freight carriers.

Simplify your accounting with Unishippers’ easy-to-understand invoices. Unishippers offers three unique invoice types
to give you the information you need at the level of detail that works best for your business.

With Unishippers, you can rest easy knowing that your logistics needs are
being handled by reliable, seasoned professionals.

Unishippers makes it easy to quickly access the shipping
reports you need — but that’s not all! Make informed
shipping decisions and optimize your supply chain with a
detailed shipping assessment from your Unishippers team.

Why wait? Get a free shipping assessment and
start making your life easier with Unishippers.
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